Epidemiological Study of Brain Tumours Incidence in Sudan During 2014-2017
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Abstract: The aim of this study was to highlight the epidemiology of brain tumors (BTs) in Sudan during 2014-2017 as retrospective and surveyed questionnaire collected data method. The data (annual incidence, frequencies of BTs based on gender and age, anatomical location, pathologies and geographical distribution) analyzed using EXCEL software which revealed that: BTs increase annually by a factor of 7.2% and predominant among male with 57.1%. The involved anatomical brain sites were midbrain 35%, left brain (30%) and right brain (24%). BTs observed among age groups of 1-10 years old for both gender with increasing similar trend incidence following aging which peaking at 55-65 years old. The common pathologies of brain were atrophy and infarction that represents 13.8% and 7.2% respectively and benign and malignant tumors represented (19.8%) and (34.4%) respectively. The most endemic sectors by BTs were central and Northern of Sudan that represented 45% and 35% respectively, then eastern and southern of Sudan that represented 12% and 8% respectively.
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1. Introduction

Brain tumors BTs (benign or malignant) are originate as intracranial masses with heterogeneous features and serious consequences with bad prognosis which representing about 2% of all adult tumors [1]. They could involve all ages, however their incidence increases at third decade and peaking by 65 onwards among both gender with slightly high incidence among male [2, 3]. BTs have been as leading cause of mortality among children and as third causative death among young adults aged 15 to 34 years old [4]. Regarding BTs incidence, Stefan et al, [5] stated that: the general incidence of intracerebral tumors represent 8.4–11.8 for men and 5.8–9.3 for women with annual increment of 0.6% for men and 0.9% for women. However in Sudan the only study focus in BTs was carried by Hussein et al, [6] in which they stated that: there were 123 cases of BTs over ten years recorded during 1971-1981 at Shaab Teaching Hospital in Khartoum. However Intisar et al, [7] had focus in general cancer incidence in Khartoum-Sudan during 2009-2010; during which 6771 patients were registered as new cancer cases with 53.8% cases in women and 46.2% in men, and BTs have been noted among patients under 15 years old rated as (0.9, Rate: per 100000). Same trend of cancer survey in Sudan during 2009-2014 carried out by Mohamed et al, [8] stated that the most five common type among children were leukaemia, lymphoma, eye tumors, sarcoma and brain tumors in children, with a median involved age of 10-20 years old higher in men. And in relation with Sudan state; Northern Sudan, River Nile and Khartoum revealed up to 8-fold higher cancer incidence rates than Al Gedarif, Southern Dafur and Blue Nile with considerable high incidence of esophageal cancer in Kassala (Eastern Sudan).

The causative factors play a major role for epidemiological distribution in Sudan and many countries. However the blamed risk factors predominantly Sudanese population exposed to or practicing them are: the trend of civilize fast food and processed meat that could carries nitrates/nitrite compounds, depending on underground water which is
polluted with sewage, shanty and randomly living where people dowelled near electric power transformer and towers, and antennas of wireless communication, rare hereditary syndromes, therapeutic radiation, and immune suppression giving rise to lymphomas [9] in addition to cosmic radiation exposure at high altitude, aging, gender, cultural, ethnic, or geographic differences in risk factors [10]. In this realm; Mackinny [11] summarized the risk factors of BTs and the evaluated risks were (Ionizing radiation, Mobile phone, Extremely low frequency electromagnetic fields, Specific infections, Allergies, and Occupations).

Epidemiological studies is a science that highlight the distribution and correlation of endemic diseases with risk factors to contribute in communities’ protection and facilitate the interpretation of future trends of diseases [12] i.e. correlates between the origin of diseases and causes among the communities which depends on epidemiologists, laboratory scientists, statisticians, physicians, health care providers, and public health professionals to get to the root of health problems and outbreaks in a community. The aim of current study is to show the BTs distribution in Sudan with incidence% among gender, age groups, anatomical location and the common types of histopathology relative to handed risk factors observed in Sudan sectors.

2. Methodology

The following as Experimental & retrospective study for 350 BT patients who referred for magnetic Resonance spectroscopy MRS at Radiology department at Royal Care hospital (RCH), Radiation and Isotopes Center of Khartoum (RICK) and Alshaab Hospitals in Sudan during 2014-2017.

MRS (single or multi-voxel technique) is noninvasive diagnostic procedure for brain metabolite that could register the pattern of tissue with chemical compounds (Choline compounds (Cho), Creatine and Phosphocreatine (Cr), N-Acetyl-Aspartate (NAA), and Lactate (Lac)) and map out the spatial distribution of metabolites within the brain.

The collected variables from the total sample size were the incidence% based on gender, age, anatomical location involved by BTs%, geographical distribution of BTs% and brain pathologies% depending on diagnostic findings (High Choline indicate brain malignancy, weak NAA signal refers to replacement of healthy brain tissue by tumor cells, level of Cr refers to high energy metabolism and Lac refers to anaerobic metabolism). Also a survey questionnaire for 350 houses to reveal the utilization% of underground water (75%) and toilets or water closed with drilled pipe to underground water (65%). The data have been analyzed using EXCELL software inform of bars and scattered plot.

3. Result

The following results highlighting the BTs in Sudan during the period of 2014-2017, incidence% based on gender, anatomical location, and variation incidence with aging, types of brain histopathology and the involved regions.

![Figure 1](#) Shows the incidence% of Brain tumors during the period 2014 – 2017.

![Figure 2](#) Shows the brain tumors incidence % in Sudanese population during 2014-2017.

![Figure 3](#) Shows the anatomical sites involved by brain tumors during 2014-2017 in Sudan.

![Figure 4](#) Shows the brain tumors distribution in Sudanese population based on age group during 2014-2017.
family marriage) and inherited altered genes (EGFR amplification and mutation, amplification of CDK4 or MDM2, and deletion or mutation of TP53, RB, or PTEN) which controlling cell cycle [16, 10]. In comparison with previous study; CBTRUS, [17] also highlighted that: the brain tumors are so predominant among male with high incident in developed countries (males, 5.8 and females, 4.1 per 100,000) than in less developed countries (males 3.0 and females 2.1 per 100,000). As well as stated by Mackinny [11]; where the male to female ratio was 1.5:1.0.

The incidence of BTs among both gender have specific anatomical location during 2014-2017 (Figure 3). In which the mid of the brain was the common involved anatomical segment by tumors which represents 35% followed by left brain (30%) and the right brain as (24%) and the least involved segment was bilateral i.e. both hemispheres of the brain. Such results are agreed with study done by Fatima, [18] in Sudan during the period 2009-2010, in which she found that: the anatomical brain tumor location in Sudanese patient were more in mid of the brain (46.7%), left brain (33.3%) and right (20%). The susceptibility of mid brain to tumorigenic could be ascribed or related to physiological hormonal changes by aging, gender, occupation and habits.

While the distribution of BTs based on age groups among Sudanese population during 2014-2017, showed that: the brain tumors have been encountered even during the age groups of 1-10 years old as common brain tumors among both gender and the incidence increases following the aging which peaking at 55-65 years old then decreased rapidly after; with general similar trend among both gender and through the entire ages (Figure 4). Similar trend of BTs being distributed based on age has been highlighted by Mackinny [11]. However for 1-10 age group the common types were pediatric tumors that originated infratentorial (Medulloblastoma, astrocytoma, Glioma and Craniphyringoma) as mentioned by Wilson and Mosely, [19], while among adult; were commonly as metastasis from breast, cervix, prostate and nasopharyngeal cancers. The general picture of BTs showed that: benign tumors are more predominant among adult female; that could be ascribed to hormonal levels fluctuation and response to chemotherapy administration for several chronic inflammation, while malignant ones have been predominated among male adult.

The BTs have different types in view of histology; in Sudanese population during 2014-2017 the common pathologies of brain were atrophy and infarction that represents 13.8% and 7.2% respectively; however among these groups the impact of diabetes on brain and other vital anatomical structures as well as aging effect [20-22] increases the incidence of atrophy among adult. Then the pathologies incidence decreased for hematoma, cystic, abscess and infection while the incidence increases obviously among male and female for ischemic (11%, 7.1%), inflammation (9.1%, 5.4%), benign tumors (19.8%) and malignant tumors (34.4%) as in Figure (5). The possible causes for such results could be ascribed to extensive usage of underground water which is contaminated with sewage and wastewater for drinking (self-survey results). Also could be due to contamination by nitrate and nitrite compounds that leeching into drinking water...
supplies [23, 24] in addition to exposure to low-level radiofrequencies as accepted approved carcinogenesis [25].

The geographical distribution of BTs in different sectors of Sudan to some extend has a link with the risk factors and accordingly the the center of Sudan and North of Sudan were the most endemic sectors by BTs relative to other sectors; which represented 45% and 35% respectively, then east and south of Sudan represented 12% and 8% respectively (Figure 6). Indeed the distribution of BTs in Sudan seemed to be dependent on the population (5.2 million in 2014), aging factors: most are young adult and old ones, food and dietary factors: as has been approved that N-nitroso compounds could induce neurosarcomas and potent neurocarcinogenic [26, 27]; in this realm Sudanese population have focused on processed meat and fast food intake abundantly, occupational and the living style: as uncontrolled usage of cell phone (long duration chatting) and electromagnetic field (magnetic resonance imaging) as have been approved to induce certain brain vacuolation, atrophied hepatocytes, spleen and kidney rupture [30]. Relative to this facts: Sudanese population randomly living near high tension transformer/towers of electricity, wireless station and uncontrolled usage of cell phone (long duration chatting) that may contribute in increasing the risk factors and incidence of BTs.

5. Conclusion

BTs in Sudan have been increases annually with prominent peaking among 55-65 age groups and targeting the mid of the brain at high populated sectors in Sudan and where the risk factors of brain tumor are predominant.
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